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But since then De Valera had, he said, lowered Irish prestige,
and there was nothing to be done but to " stand on our own
feet as best we may, for the next few years."
Referring to the leaders of the Russian revolution, he made
what seemed to me an extremely significant statement.
" They were unwise to go so far at the beginning. They should
have had patience to attain their goal in time."
Was this at the back of Free State minds ? Did 'Collins
regard the present as a step only towards an eventual Republic ?
Would he, if he had lived . . .? But these are vain conjectures.
I lacked the courage to pursue his indiscretion.
Suddenly he said to Barry Egan:
" How easy it should have been for the English to strangle
Irish rebellion at the outset."
" What would you have done ? " asked Barry Egan. Collins
did not hesitate.
" Why simply have dismantled the railways, closed the banks
and blockaded the ports. Ireland would have been paralysed."
It was destiny, he said, which saved the Irish people.
On our arrival in Cork there gathered round the train a great
multitude who had come to meet him, and he disappeared into
their midst.
All unknowingly I had chosen the anniversary of the burning
of my old home as the day of my return after an absence of
fifteen years. As I drove through Innishannon village, where
I used to know everyone by name in every house and pub and
cottage, people stared at me, hesitated and then smiled and
waved. It reminded me of the scene in " Blue Bird" where
those who had been long dead awakened to life the moment
they were remembered by the living. Innishannon was for me
a dead world, and these people who smited at me and waved
seemed to be the phantoms of the past, who on the morrow
would all be dead again.
At a turn in the road the motor stopped before a gate and the
driver asked if it would need to be unlocked.
" It will not/* I answered, " it feels more like old times to
scale the wall 1" And so I climbed into the garden that was

